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About This Game

Take control of your egg and roll your way to victory! The Bad Eggs are mobilising their forces across the world. Join the Royal
Egg Force and save the world with large scale eggy warfare.

Eggs 1942 takes the singleplayer roll-a-ball concept, makes it egg shaped, places you in the centre of a large war with AI eggs
and adds plenty of egg madness. Capture bases, crack a few eggs and keep on rolling your eggs.
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Technically recommended. Gun Brothers is a poor mans Enter The Gungeon or Nuclear Throne. Only with infinitely less
substance, save up your money and buy Devolver Digital's offering at full price and don't bother rotting your teeth with this
bubblegum. Oh bubble gum is full of sugar and the flavour dies really quickly just in case you don't understand my meaning.
"Chew it up and spit it out like the cheap bland flavourless crap that it is! 3.0\/10" Oh and there are bugs on SteamOS too.
Normally I like to give any game I review a lot more time than this but this time I can safely say that I have seen enough. Few
weapons, fewer enemies, overall there nothing there at all. Completely devoid of substance.. combine this box with that box to
make a new box
repeat till you've made a few hundred boxes, that's it. - perfect description.
has a couple of interesting philosophical quotes here and there.
can make for a simple short time killer game, if you can get it really cheap.
10/10 can just google the answer key for the entire game. super simple and quick.. It took me around 45 minutes to unlock all of
the achievements/ go through all of the dialogue trees, but it was an amusing 45 minutes. It's a simple game, but if you've got a
dollar and a little bit of time to kill it's a nice little romp. So long as you don't go in expecting a novel you should be pretty
pleased.. There will be spoilers!

The weakest point in this game (one of them at least) is the ending. It just feels so abrupt! When writing a story with multiple
characters and you finish it, we want to know what happens to everyone after finishing it!

Like  Rook and the rest of his folks: Practically NOTHING was resolved there! The last time I saw him he was still trying to
defend the city (WHICH STILL HAS NO KING!) I wanted to know, what happened to him after all this? I've been following
him for three games now, I deserve a conclusion to his story!
That was just one of MANY missing puzzle pieces! Just a simple "and then they lived happily everafter" would do just fine.
To me, this ending just felt like "And they kicked the bad guys\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and went home, goodnight!" .
I would like to say the game is not very similar to classic survival games. Like the concept and graphics are quite soft.
I had some difficulty until I settled the system of the village, but the post became more fluent.
Definitely can recommend it!
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Only a handful of people play this nowadays. Unfortunately, used to be decent.. https://youtu.be/0IhZLWBMXCw

The only way to survive egyptian purgatory is to throw balls at beetles.

This puzzle mode ramps up quickly, but the basic gameplay stays the same from previous versions.. entertaining for like 5
seconds. Fantastic. They nailed the CAVE feeling while allowing it to be accessible to newcomers - quite a feat that deserves
applause. Lovely artwork, great soundtrack. One of the best and most polished indie shmups out there.. I got this on sale cheap,
and I am angry that I even wasted my time. Thinking of contacting support for your problem? HAHAHA NO. This game has
issues that have been known and not addressed for years.

The configuration options menu is garbage and can't be reset back to default after it screws up by insisting you pressed keys that
you did not. Its a hassle to try (and fail) to set it windowed mode (why do so many delevelopers F this up? Its not rocket
science!) and even when you succeed, that will cause new issues if you have multiple monitors.

There were so many problems before I even got started that I don't even have double digits of playtime on this piece of sh**. It's
not even worth a dollar.. Initially I had fun with this game. The graphics are basic but add to the game aesthetic. The controls are
simple and the zero-g movement is done well. After failing a few times due to there being no place to store items it became a
frsutrating and annoying experience. Not having somewhere to store your more rare items seemed to create a kind of "fake"
difficulty.

Now there has been an item storage box added to the main start area so that is just great.

The only thing missing from this game is a tutorial that shows you how the crafiting works. One thing that everyone should note
is that some of the crafting materials are crafted from the materials that you gather. I think plasma is one of them.

If this game had an in-depth tutorial it would be 10x better for new players.

Multiplayer Tournament:
Hi everyone, I am planning to hold a multiplayer battle tournament this coming weekend (Jan 24th-25th 2015) and would love
to get some feedback on what kind of tournament everyone would like.

We could do a bracket style tournament where everyone would sign up and get assigned an opponent to battle at a specific time,
or more of a free-for-all where the highest earned prestige points determine the overall winners.

There will be prizes for the first and second place: your choice of Steam game up to a certain value or App store/Google Play
gift card. But mostly this is about fun and getting a chance to play some online multiplayer against real opponents.

Please post your feedback and suggestions as comments. I will put up the official rules based on the top suggestions by Friday
Jan 23rd.. IMAZE.EXE 2 Now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/991860/IMAZEEXE_2/
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.
New casual puzzle game "Data mining 4" now available on Steam!:
Hello, dear Gamer! We have prepared for you new part our puzzle game, hope you like it! Thank you for your support us!
Enjoy)

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993630/Data_mining_4/

.
更新内容V0.12:

首先感谢所有关注的玩家.. v1.3 'Put you Hands in the Air' update:
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Prepare yourself for this new update.

You’re put in the middle of the action, bullets flying around, and now you have to reload, with your bare hands!

Take our advice and gain weapon stability using both hands to aim.

Thanks to the community for all the feedback we're getting, helping us making Crisis VRigade better every day.

. Paranormal Investigations: Episode 2:

Dear friends, we present you the second episode of the Paranormal Investigations in #Apartment327. This week the
question is:

How many different dates appear in the Time Lift?. Weeklong Sales:
From the 18th to the 25th!

A.l.a.n. Rift Breakers - 33%
https://store.steampowered.com/app/918120/

Red and Blue Cycles of Existence - 40%
https://store.steampowered.com/app/940130/

And some DLC!
. FUEL:
What fuels a game developer? In my case, I can say that a mix of motivation, resources, and feedback... and it is
working pretty nice on UBERMOSH Vol.7 Early Access.
Today I uploaded version 0.4, a structural update, more focused on performance and compatibility than gameplay and
cosmetics. Update 0.3 was the first balance tweak, this one will solve memory issues on some machines and runs lighter
on older computers without sacrificing audio and visual elements. Now I am working on 0.5... the next characters will
come on 0.6.
Why is it flowing faster than I expected? The awesome community provides fast and accurate feedback, creating in a
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few hours enough feedback for me to plan and execute the next update, motivated by their kindness, enthusiasm, and
reviews... that also brings new players for the community.
This journey would not be possible without you. Many many thanks. More content soon (music stuff too, I designed a
new FUZZ guitar pedal for the next track).
https://store.steampowered.com/developer/waltermachado. Update 1.5.1 is LIVE!:

Hello Prospectors!
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